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Background: For consistent reporting and better comparison of data in research the revised Atlanta classification (RAC) proposes new computed tomography (CT) criteria to describe the morphology of acute pancreatitis (AP). The aim of this study was to analyse the interobserver agreement among radiologists in evaluating CT morphology by using the new RAC criteria in patients with AP. Methods: Patients with a first episode of AP who obtained a CT were identified and consecutively enrolled at six European centres backwards from January 2013 to January 2012. A local radiologist at each center and a central expert radiologist scored the CTs separately using the RAC criteria. Center dependent and independent interobserver agreement was determined using Kappa statistics. Results: In total, 285 patients with 388 CTs were included. For most CT criteria, interobserver agreement was moderate to substantial. In four categories, the center independent kappa values were fair: extrapancreatic necrosis (EXPN) (0.326), type of pancreatitis (0.370), characteristics of collections (0.408), and appropriate term of collections (0.356). The fair kappa values relate to discrepancies in the identification of extrapancreatic necrotic material. The local radiologists diagnosed EXPN (33% versus 59%, P < 0.0001) and non-homogeneous collections (35% versus 66%, P < 0.0001) significantly less frequent than the central expert. Cases read by the central expert showed superior correlation with clinical outcome.
Abbreviations: AP, acute pancreatitis; CECT, contrast-enhanced computed tomography; Central exp, Central expert; CRP, C-reactive protein; CT, computed tomography; EXPN, extrapancreatic necrosis; IEP, Interstitial Oedematous Pancreatitis; IQR, interquartile range; Local rad, local radiologists; No, number; RAC, the revised Atlanta classification; SIRS, systemic inflammatory response syndrome.
Introduction
Acute pancreatitis (AP) is a complex disease with potentially severe and fatal outcome [1, 2] . Simple but clear definitions of the disease are crucial in interdisciplinary consultation, communication, and in reporting of clinical research. Such were the incentives to update the 1992 Atlanta Classification on AP [1] . Besides redefining the disease into three levels of clinical severity, the 2012 revised Atlanta Classification (RAC) has put substantial efforts into clarifying the terminology on the morphologic subtypes of AP and associated peripancreatic collections based on computed tomography (CT)-based criteria [1] . Two morphologic types of AP are discriminated: acute interstitial oedematous pancreatitis and acute necrotising pancreatitis. Acute necrotising pancreatitis is subdivided into three forms: pancreatic parenchymal necrosis, extrapancreatic necrosis (EXPN), and combined necrosis. Peripancreatic collections are classified into four types depending on content and maturation. Acute peripancreatic fluid collections and pancreatic pseudocysts are composed of fluid only and occur in interstitial oedematous pancreatitis. On CT, these collections show a homogeneous fluid density with no or incomplete well-defined wall (acute peripancreatic fluid collection) or a complete wall (pseudocyst). Acute necrotic collections and walled-off necrosis are associated with acute necrotising pancreatitis and contain varying amounts of fluid and necrotic material. On CT, these collections have various densities (fat, fluid, solid material) with no or incomplete well-defined wall (acute necrotic collection) or a complete wall (walled-off necrosis) [1,3e5] . The RAC provides approximate time frames for these pancreatic collections. Acute peripancreatic fluid collection and acute necrotic collection pertain to the first four weeks of disease after which they usually turn into a completely encapsulated pseudocyst and walled-off necrosis, respectively.
It is well established that the morphologic types of AP differ in outcomes, therapies, and prognosis. For prognostication, stratification, and comparing of interinstitutional data, accurate assessment of AP morphology in the different stages of disease is imperative [1] . The extent of variation in interpretation of the new CT criteria is, however, unknown [6e8]. The aim of this study was to assess the interobserver agreement among radiologists in the evaluation of CT morphology using the RAC criteria.
Methods

Patients and study design
Patients >18 years with a first episode of AP were consecutively identified at six European study centres, going backwards from January 2013 to January 2012. Each center included 50 patients in whom at least one contrast-enhanced CT (CECT) was performed. The cases were anonymously enrolled and each patient obtained a code blinded for all investigators except for the referring center. CECTs performed within 3 months from date of admission were recorded and subsequently reviewed and scored by a local radiologist at each center. The time frame of 3 months was chosen because most CTs are performed within this period and controversies in nomenclature and management of pancreatic collections are most evident during this phase. Exclusion criteria were insufficient quality of the CECT, signs of chronic pancreatitis (i.e. pancreatic calcifications) or patients with prior pancreatitis-related invasive intervention, except from endoscopic retrograde cholangiography. Each CECT was performed in the pancreatic and/or in the portal venous phase (see Supplementary file 1 for CT specifications). Severity and CT morphology of AP were defined according to the RAC (see Box 1 for definitions) [1] .
The following clinical data was collected from review of medical notes: systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS) upon admission, highest level of C-reactive protein (CRP) during hospitalisation, need for invasive intervention, organ failure (persistent and transient, in line with the RAC), and in-hospital mortality. The six participating local radiologists had expertise in the field of abdominal radiology, each with more than five years' experience. A short instruction sheet was provided to local radiologists to assist in interpretation (Supplementary file 2). All individual CECTs were scored according to a protocol based on the parameters stated in the RAC (Supplementary file 3) . Subsequently, all CECTs were reviewed and scored (using the same scoring sheet) by a central expert radiologist (T.L.B) using open source DICOM viewer software (32-bit OsiriX version 3.3, Geneva, Switzerland). Local and central reviewers were blinded to any clinical data except for the timing (number of days after onset of symptoms) of each CECT. Formal approval of the local medical ethical committee was requested and obtained at each study center. 
Statistical analysis
Sample size calculations for variables with 2, 3, and 4 categories were performed because most of the variables of the revised Atlanta criteria are based on 2, 3, or 4 categories. Κappa values of >0.40 and > 0.60 were used since they represent at least moderate and substantial agreement [9] . Based on such a calculation, in a test for agreement between two raters, a sample size of 360 CECTs would provide a 95% confidence interval for the k statistic with a width not greater than 0.20. Assuming that several patients would have more than one CECT performed, a total of 50 patients were included per center. Interobserver agreement was calculated between the local and the central radiologist, using Cohen's kappa test, for each of the categories scored on the radiology sheet.
Agreement levels were defined as: k level 0.00e0.20 slight; 0.21e0.40 fair; 0.41e0.60 moderate; 0.61e0.80 substantial; and 0.81e1.00 almost perfect. Continuous data analysis was conducted using Mann-Whitney U test. Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was used for paired sample analysis. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 21 and 22, Armonk, NY:IBM corp.
Results
Patients
In total, 301 patients were included at six European centres of whom 159 (56%) were male with a median age of 58 years (range 18e92). Sixteen patients were excluded due to reasons stated in the CECT section below. Baseline characteristics of the remaining 285 patients are summarised in Table 1 . Etiology of AP differed substantially between the centres. According to the RAC, 37.5% of the patients had mild AP, 51.5% moderately severe AP and 11.0% severe AP [1] . Overall fourteen patients died (4.9%, range 0e14%), whereas mortality within the severe group was 32.3% (range 0e78%). Each center admits 175e250 patients with AP annually, except for center F where the figure is approximately 470.
Contrast-enhanced computed tomography
A total of 405 CECTs derived from 301 patients were collected. Seventeen CECT studies were excluded due to insufficient quality of the CECT or signs of chronic pancreatitis, leaving a study cohort of 285 patients with 388 CECTs. Data on CECTs for the separate centres are presented in Table 2 . Median time from onset of disease to CECT for all centres was 7 days (range 0e90, interquartile range 3e13).
Interobserver agreement
For specific information concerning all categories evaluated we refer to Supplementary file 2. The kappa values representing the interobserver agreement are shown in Table 3 . There was substantial agreement in seven categories: "Necrosis e Neck" (0.618); "Necrosis e Body" (0.628); "Necrosis e Tail" (0.617); presence of "Collections" (0.756); "Location of Collections" (0.633); presence of "Wall" (0.675); and presence of "Intraluminal Gas and/or Fluid level" (0.764). Moderate agreement was reached on "Parenchymal Necrosis" (0.539) and "Necrosis e Head" (0.516). Finally, there was fair agreement on the categories "Type of Pancreatitis" (0.370), "Extrapancreatic Necrosis" (0.326), "Characteristics of Collection" (0.408), and "Collection e most appropriate term" (0.356). The center dependent kappa values differed considerably between centres.
Discrepancies in the identification of EXPN are shown in Table 4 . For image samples see Fig. 1a ,b and 2a-c. The expert radiologist diagnosed EXPN significantly more often than the local radiologists (59% vs. 33%, P < 0.0001). Table 4 shows that this difference in total number of EXPN stems from the subgroup of isolated EXPN. Since the RAC acknowledges that EXPN might be difficult to diagnose within the first week, interobserver agreement was recalculated for the categories with low kappa values excluding CECTs performed within 72 h, seven days and two weeks after onset of disease (see Supplementary file 4). In this subanalysis, kappa values did improve only for CECTs performed after two weeks.
Morphological findings scored by the central and local radiologists were correlated with clinical outcome parameters (see Table 5 ). Cases read as interstitial oedematous pancreatitis and isolated EXPN by the central expert correlate significantly better with clinical outcome than scoring by local radiologists. Given the good interobserver agreement for pancreatic parenchymal necrosis, results did not differ significantly between central and local radiologists for this subgroup (Supplementary file 5).
Discussion
The RAC proposed a new set of morphologic CT-based criteria to account for alleged shortcomings of the 1992 Atlanta classification [1, 2] . One of the major aims of the RAC was to ease and ensure Table 1 Baseline characteristics of patients in each center and all centres combined. consistency in the investigation and reporting of data in clinical research [1] . However, the degree of interobserver agreement in the interpretation of CT findings using these new RAC criteria has been questioned [6e8]. Main findings of our study are twofold: on the one hand, the morphologic assessment of the RAC generates overall moderate to good interobserver agreement (range 0.516e0.764) among European radiologists in 9 out of 13 items evaluated. Importantly, agreement among raters was good in evaluating clinically important CT findings in patients with AP, such as the presence of parenchymal necrosis and gas bubbles. On the other hand, only fair agreement (range 0.326e0.408) was obtained for items pertaining to necrosis of extrapancreatic tissues. The central expert diagnosed EXPN significantly more frequent than the local radiologists (59% versus 33%, P < 0.0001) with better correlation with patient outcome. Our findings suggest that radiologists are largely unfamiliar with the newly defined entity of EXPN.
All patients n
Several explanations exist for the fair agreement in diagnosing EXPN and for characterisation of pancreatic collections on CT. The RAC regards CT as the first-line imaging modality in AP, albeit acknowledging the fact that necrotic material within pancreatic collections is often overlooked [1] . It is well-established that ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging are better capable of delineating the exact composition of pancreatic collections, especially for depicting necrotic material [10, 11] . Furthermore, the CT diagnosis of EXPN and associated necrotic collections relies primarily on subjective secondary findings, such as 'heterogeneity' or the detection of various densities (liquid and non-liquid) within collections, rather than using the more objective and reproducible criteria of perfusion characteristics, which is used for detecting pancreatic parenchymal necrosis. Perfusion characteristics, however, cannot be used to diagnose EXPN because normal extrapancreatic fat does not enhance. In addition, the RAC acknowledges that EXPN is difficult to diagnose initially but becomes easier when the disease process evolves over time [1] . This is in line with our results with improved kappa values for EXPN diagnosis two weeks after symptom onset. Finally, reader expertise and familiarity seem equally important for diagnosing EXPN exemplified by the excellent interobserver agreement between the central expert and the local radiologist affiliated with center F that admits the highest number of patients with AP annually. In a previous study on CT assessment of morphologic features of AP, good to excellent interobserver agreement was found in 55 cases of AP [12] . However, this study used selected cases biased towards severe disease (likely associated with more established peripancreatic collections) reviewed by tertiary experts. Although imaging is rarely required for mild AP, most patients who undergo CT for evaluation of AP turn out to have interstitial pancreatitis. Our study more closely resembles clinical practice in different European countries by enrolling patients with AP consecutively and evaluating unselected CECTs encompassing the full spectrum of morphologic abnormalities in AP, including mild and equivocal cases.
Previous studies show considerable differences in clinical outcome, treatment strategies, and prognoses between the various morphological types of AP [13e17] . Clinical outcome of EXPN is worse compared with acute interstitial pancreatitis, but better than pancreatic necrosis [13, 15, 17] . Patients with EXPN stay in hospital considerable longer, develop more often organ failure, and undergo interventional therapy significantly more frequent than those with interstitial pancreatitis. Moreover, when infection ensues of necrotic collections in EXPN patients, outcome, therapy, and prognosis are similar to those with infected pancreatic necrosis [15] . In our study, the interpretation by the central expert more closely corroborated with actual clinical outcome. As such, accurate differentiation between the types of AP is important both from a clinical perspective as for consistent reporting of research and reliable comparison of inter-institutional data.
This study has some limitations. First, a single central expert radiologist served as standard of reference, potentially introducing bias. We considered this a limited risk because of his extensive experience in pancreatic imaging, his involvement in the development of the RAC, the superior correlation with patient outcome, and the excellent agreement with a local radiologist with Results of this study have revealed areas of controversy when using the RAC criteria for CT assessment, especially pertaining to distinguishing interstitial pancreatitis from EXPN only. There are several options for improving consistent reporting in AP. Both radiologists and clinicians need to become better familiar with imaging features of EXPN (i.e. by education or training). Second, the definition of EXPN should preferably be redefined such that stronger interrater agreement will be achieved, even among readers with varying expertise. For example, by adding a time interval of 2 weeks before its diagnosis or by using an alternative imaging (MRI or US) modality as these are better capable of detecting necrotic material within collections [10] . Third, a greater role should be attributed to MRI for overall evaluation of AP. Finally, as has been alluded to in previous reports, a three-degree morphologic classification system ('interstitial pancreatitis' refers to normal enhancing parenchyma without collections, 'EXPN' refers to normal perfused pancreatic parenchyma with pancreatic collections, and 'necrotising pancreatitis' refers to parenchymal necrosis with or without associated collections) could potentially lead to less interobserver variability as the differentiation between the various types of pancreatic collections becomes less of an issue [18, 19] . Additionally, Such a system would likely be more in concordance with clinical grades of severity [13e17,20] .
In conclusion, this study found only moderate interrater agreement for identification of EXPN. For correctly identifying EXPN and necrotic collections on CT, a diligent search for heterogeneity within pancreatic collections is crucial for accurate and consistent reporting of imaging findings (see Figs. 1 and 2 ).
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